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Whether youâ€™re shooting a feature film, the network news, a corporate meeting, or streaming
Sundayâ€™s service, Panasonic gives you the tools to tell the stories that move us.
Broadcast, Cinema & Pro Video | Panasonic North America
Product Description. Panasonic's latest introduction to its popular AVCCAM line, the AG-HMC40 handheld,
combines full HD AVCHD video recording with high-resolution 10.6-megapixel still photo capture, giving you
the benefits of two professional cameras in one affordable package.Compact and lightweight at 2.16-pounds,
the HMC40 is a versatile HD camcorder offering high-quality AVCHD recordings ...
Amazon.com : Panasonic Professional AG-HMC40 AVCHD
The AG-HMC40 is an AVCCAM camcorder released in 2009.. The camcorder shares some components with
the HDC-HS300/HDC-TM300/HDC-SD300 consumer series, in particular the 1/4.1-inch 3MOS imaging
system, the 12Ã— Leica Dicomar lens and the 2.7-inch touch-sensitive LCD screen.
List of Panasonic camcorders - Wikipedia
Many AVCHD camcorders employ Secure Digital or "Memory Stick" memory cards as removable recording
media.Solid-state memory cards offer rewritable storage in a compact form factor with no moving parts..
Panasonic and Sony chose removable flash memory as the sole type of recording media in their professional
AVCHD lineups, specifically AVCCAM and NXCAM.
AVCHD - Wikipedia
Cameras Underwater sponsor BSoUP Competition. Deadline: 19th September 2012. BSoUP are delighted to
announce that Cameras Underwater have generously agreed to sponsor this year's BSoUP/DIVER Print
Competition again by donating a voucher for the winner of the Overseas category (non-advanced).. Print
entries are invited from all underwater photographers in BSoUP's annual competition.
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